INTRODUCTION

In this paper, I propose a new reading strategy, for which I will use the term ‘soundscape analysis’. My aim is to illustrate the usefulness of this strategy using the Book of the Twelve as an example.

The term ‘soundscape’ is a concept coined by Raymond Murray Schafer (1994) in his book, The Tuning of the World: A Pioneering Exploration into the Past History and Present State of the Most Neglected Aspect of our Environment: The Soundscape. The concept is derived from ‘landscape’ and highlights the fact that a collection of specific sounds is characteristically interwoven with a certain area. Schafer and his team initiated the World Soundscape Project and launched the journal Soundscape.1 In Schafer’s usage, the concept ‘soundscape’ refers to real sounds of the real world. He and his team travelled through the world, equipped with a microphone and a sound recorder, and collected sounds (Schafer 1977).

Their goal was to get an impression of how sound is interwoven with a landscape plotted against a certain time period and how this influences the human perception of this area. It turned out that this ‘acoustic environment’ had a typical shape and structure, synchronically and diachronically: there are natural sounds like waves, wind, birds, insects and animals; there are sounds associated with the regular work done by the inhabitants of this area like the cutting of the grass, the splitting of wood, or the noise of machines; there are also signals like bells or horns. Different systems were proposed to show how such a soundscape could be described and charted (Schafer 1994:123–132, 264–267). Unfortunately, the sounds of the biblical world are gone forever, because there was no sound recording technology. In addition, a system to encode music in a written form did not exist. Nevertheless, one can recover at least a bit of the ancient soundscape. From time to time, Schafer himself does reflect on the soundscape of ancient times, e.g. on the ‘noise in the rural landscape’ (Ibid., 49) in Roman times: 'The rural soundscape was quiet, but it experienced two profound acoustic interruptions: the noise of war and the 'noise' of religion.' (Ibid.) His reconstruction of the quality of this noise relies on verbal descriptions of ancient authors like Virgil and others. Sources that deliver trustworthy accounts of 'sound events' are called 'earwitnesses' (Schafer 1994:8).

Although the reader of the Bible only has the visual signs of the Hebrew alphabet in front of him or her, it is also true that he or she enters an entirely different world through this medium: the world of the text. Although the written symbols are only good for encoding words, the language is able to lead the reader to very diverse points of interest. With the help of the language one can create impressions for all the senses a human being has: sound, smell, image, taste and touch. Therefore, the world of the text should be explored in relation to a human's ability to perceive with every sense. These reading paths should include one that concentrates on the soundscape of the imagined text world in order to appreciate its beauty as an aspect of the text’s form.

There are two ways of portraying sounds by means of language. Firstly, one can compare the sound in the text world to a sound that is familiar in the real world. For example, most people know how a lion roars. Referring to the sound of the known animal is sufficient to let the reader imagine the sound the author of the text has in mind. Other examples are thunder, trumpets, running horses, and so on. Key sounds within a given culture can serve as marks of reference and measuring scales. Sometimes, the sound of the human voice can imitate the sound of the text world. This is the well-
known onomatopoetic function of language. Quite a number of words are formed in such a way that they imitate the characteristic sounds, which are connected with the object to what the word refers. A famous example is the Kackack-bird (English, Cuckoo-bird), in which case the name of the bird imitates its characteristic voice. In Hebrew, the Verb הֹעַ (hôy) is a famous example, because the verb imitates the characteristic warbling of joyful jubilation (Weippert 2002).

In the following paragraphs, I want to single out three onomatopoetic devices in the Book of the Twelve.

THE MOURNING CRY, HÔY

The onomatopoetic device I want to start with is the mourning cry, הֹעַ. There are 14 instances of הֹעַ in the Book of the Twelve (Am 5:16; 6:1; Mi 2:1; Nah 3:1; Hab 2:6,9,12,15,19; Zph 2:5; 3:1; Zch 2:10,11; 11:17). In order to understand its significance, one first has to reconstruct the original Sitz im Leben of this sound and then to ask about its place within the Book of the Twelve.

Reconstructing the Sitz im Leben of הֹעַ

To reconstruct the Sitz im Leben of הֹעַ is difficult, because there is an overwhelming number of instances in prophetic texts where it is used in an atypical, ironic way. An ethological study of cultures with similar cries could possibly bring more evidence and if one could find phenomena similar to the old Israelite world, even sound recordings of such cries might be possible. I am not prepared, however, to do such work, so I have to rely on informed guesses on the basis of the biblical texts.

There is a widely accepted consensus that the expression הֹעַ has its Sitz im Leben in mourning customs (Hardmeier 1978). Its semantic value is not a noun, but an interjection. In my opinion, הֹעַ represents an onomatopoetic word that simply imitates someone screaming in pain. Such a sound spontaneously escapes a physically or mentally injured person, and without this scream the person could not adequately express the pain. One must imagine a long, protracted scream in a high pitch that slowly subsides and eventually changes to sobbing. The scream has a double function. On the one hand, it gives some measure of relief to the overly stressed nervous system from an overwhelming pain. This is a physiological reaction by which the body contributes to psychic relief. On the other hand, the cry serves as a signal to the group to which the individual relates/belongs, that one of its members requires aid as quickly as possible. Both functions are supported through the volume of the scream: the greater the pain, the louder the scream.

For the purpose of this paper it may be sufficient to note some characteristics of the הֹעַ scream within its original Sitz im Leben.

• Firstly, the הֹעַ comes as the very first ‘word’ of the injured person. It expresses pain and may last quite a while.

• Secondly, after the pain has faded and the person has regained control over her voice again, she denotes the reason for her pain (Hardmeier 1978:163). Since her breath still is not back to normal, she can only stammer. Since the person feels enormous stress, the first verbal utterance is extremely short. It comprises only the name of a deceased person and sometimes the social relation to that person is given.

• The third part seems to have included a search for the reason why the pain was so great. This element is already implied when the social relation to the deceased person is given: because of the close social and emotional ties to the deceased, the surviving partner is immediately affected. Her own life is in danger.

• I may add that I have chosen the feminine forms deliberately: the speaker seems regularly to be a woman or a group of women. They were the experts for the emotional part of the mourning customs. The usage of הֹעַ gives the prophetic books a feminine touch, although the authors of the prophetic books are imagined to be males.

Prophetic usage

Within the prophetic books the mourning rites and burial customs are always used in an ironic sense.2 This alters the usage in several ways:

• In prophetic contexts, הֹעַ refers to persons who are still alive and prospering. This is certainly the most shocking feature of the prophetic usage.

• Normally the prophet does not refer to individuals but to specific groups.

• In addition, the prophet may not be affected him- or herself personally. Rather, the prophet speaks out for others who may not even notice that they should be worried and upset about what is going on.

• The scream is not specifically identified as the word of YHWH, e.g. by the formula ‘thus says YHWH– the cry originates from the pain that the prophet feels out of compassion with God’s people.

• The most important point is that the prophet must present arguments to explain why the identified persons are assumed to be already dead.

Hôy in the Book of the Twelve

Throughout the Book of the Twelve, the very same cry הֹעַ is used very differently. This variation was already noticed by the Septuagint translator of the Twelve, who transcribed הֹעַ in three different ways: with ∑αι (e.g. Am 5:18 LXX), with ∑ (e.g. Nah 3:1 LXX) or with no Greek word (e.g. Zch 2:14). Every usage coincides nicely with the global structure of the Book as a whole by providing a soundscape that mirrors the structure. This is a further indication that the twelve prophetic writings represent a carefully designed editorial large unit. In the following parts, I single out three instances, which can rightly be identified as ‘soundmarks’. A soundmark is defined by Schafer as a ‘sound which is unique or possesses qualities which make is specially regarded or noticed by the people in that community’ (Schafer 1994:274). Whereas Schafer has real sounds and real communities in mind, one has to think of imagined sounds by the community of readers when the terminology is applied to textual phenomena.

Hôy in the writing of Amos

Following the sequence of the Hebrew order, the first הֹעַ is located in Amos 5:18.3 It is part of the dirge that starts with Amos 5:2. As usual, הֹעַ is the very first utterance of the speaker. Secondly, the deceased persons are named. Contrary to the original Gattung (or ‘type’), the prophet addresses a group that is still alive and which ‘longs for the day of YHWH’ (Amos 5:18). Within the context of the Book of the Twelve, the day of the Lord is well-defined through the prophecy of Joel, but what is totally obscure is the reason why this day should not be desired. Nevertheless, no reason for the הֹעַ cry is specified. Instead, a short didactic parable is given, dealing with a man who has escaped all manner of dangers, but in his own house, which he presumes is safe, he is bitten by a snake. The parable illustrates that the addressees can by no means avoid their own death.

The הֹעַ is clearly used in an ironic, even sarcastic way. Nevertheless, the הֹעַ expresses the honest pain of the prophet, because he is convinced that the death of the accused persons, according to the third vision, is part of the end of Israel (Am 8:2). The first two visions of Amos demonstrate clearly that the prophet feels compassionately toward his people, the ‘small Jacob’ (Am 7:2, 5), and urges YHWH vehemently (and successfully) to show compassion.

2 In the other prophetic books, הֹעַ is attested three times in Ezekial, seven times in Jeremiah and 21 times in Isaiah.

3 The canonical text of the Twelve thereby very probably preserves the fact that the historical prophet Amos for the first time used the הֹעַ cry ironically in order to attain the attention of his hearers, when he performed this text (probably he included some non-verbal elements of the mourning rites).
Hôy within Nahum
Continuing to read the Twelve sequentially, a similar hôy is heard after Amos’s prophecy in Micah 1:1. This instance sounds very similar to those in Amos. In contrast, the hôy has a completely different mood when the reader comes to Nahum 3:1. The prophet starts by addressing an entire city. Its name is not given, but it must be Nineveh. Instead of characterising the city by activities using the participle (as is typically of the prophetic hôy), substantive is used. A disastrous military defeat is imaginatively described with cruel pictures: piles of corpses fill the streets. One is inclined to think that the prophet cries out of compassion with Nineveh. However, the hôy must be pronounced in a very different tone. As one reads along, there is no compassion toward the humans who have been killed. Quite the contrary, the longer the text continues, the more a tone of gloating becomes obvious, eventually increasing to sharp mockery and scorn. As the unit closes, the initial hôy turns into an international, powerful applause by the nations that were plundered by the Assyrian world empire (Nah 3:19).

Hôy in Zechariah 2:10
A third way of using hôy is found in Zechariah 2:10 (2:6 in English translations). Firstly, it is the only place where the hôy is doubled. Secondly, there are serious problems interpreting the hôy as painful screaming. The intonation in this case must once again be different from the previous cases. From the context, one can infer that a mood of joyous exaltation must accompany the hôy.4

This mood coheres nicely with the global structure of the Book of the Twelve: with Haggai and Zechariah the time of the reconstruction after the Babylonian exile begins. The punishment announcements of the ‘earlier prophets’ (Zch 1:1) are fulfilled and no longer valid. Instead, a comprehensive restitution of Israel begins. After the first three visions of Zechariah, an entirely new tone comes up, a hôy that in fact expresses the opposite of the previous hôy screams in the Twelve. The doubling of hôy in this case may have been chosen in order to drown out or to mask the mourning cries in the earlier writings.

In sum, at least three different usages of hôy can be discerned: one brings out the pain in compassion with the prophet’s own people; a second usage is directed against the imperialistic power with which Nineveh is associated in the mood of mockery; and a third usage expresses joy concerning Israel’s new beginning after the exile. One can safely assume that the different usages were accompanied by a different pronunciation of the hôy sound. The different moods cohere nicely with the overall structure of the Book of the Twelve.

THE INTERJECTION HAS
A second example of the onomatopoetic function of language is the interjection has. It is comparable to the German ‘Psst’ or ‘schh’ and to the English ‘hush’. The essential part is the ‘s’ sound, which is extended as long as possible. The word is onomatopoetic and presumably imitates the slow subsiding of noise, which is created when exhaling. However, the gradual withdrawal of the airflow until silence replaces the sound is only one side of the phenomenon. Even more important is the beginning of silence once the breath has reached its end. The long and fading ‘s’-sound imitates a process that leads to the beginning of silence. As soon as somebody expresses ‘has’, the bystanders become quiet, too. This effect should not be perceived as the result of a command, as if has were an imperative like ‘be quiet!’ Rather, the bystanders fall silent involuntarily at the moment a member of the group exhales his or her breath. This is a physiological reflex at the moment when the regular rhythm of inhaling and exhaling is interrupted and even stops completely. When somebody utters an extraordinarily long has, it is the frightening experience of the definite last breath before dying that comes to mind.

The interjection has altogether appears seven times in the Old Testament, with five of those appearing in the Book of the Twelve. In no other prophetic book is this sound to be found. So, it is really a characteristic ‘soundmark’ (Schafer 1994:10) of the Book of the Twelve.

The last breath of the last survivor (has in Amos 6:10)
Amos 6:9–10 describes a small scene, completely isolated within its context, which illustrates the extent of the evil that Amos expects. The narrative contains very few details and thus remains very unclear. The text may be corrupt, but it is difficult to restore the original text convincingly (Andersen & Freedman 1989:570). The scene begins with 10 men who have been gathered into a house to Amos 5:2–3.10 refers to Amos 5:3 and means that the 10 men must be perceived as the last survivors of a defeated army. They have hidden themselves in a private house and for some reason have escaped the total destruction of that town. However, in spite of its corruptions the text makes clear that even they die, either by being tracked down by the attackers and killed, by starving after a long siege or by falling incurably ill. The short narrative goes on to describe how a rescue team looks for survivors after the victorious conquerors have left the site. The team happens to find someone in the remains of the house. A short dialogue develops, which, unfortunately, is reported with such a few words that it is difficult to imagine the scene properly. I for one think that it portrays how the rescue worker, who happened to find the last surviving soldier inside the ruins of the house, cannot help him, but is damned to watch how this man dies. The final has in the verse records the last breath of the last survivor.

Deathly silence in the palace (Amos 8:3)
The fourth vision of Amos, however one determines its pictorial content, culminates in an audition that announces, directly and unmistakably, the ‘end for my people Israel’ (Am 8:1–2). A redactor later added a short scene that imagines how this end will come to pass (Am 8:3). The eerie scene is located in the king’s palace. There the singers, who used to entertain the royal family, have transformed into professional mourners. However, the singers themselves have left the palace. Only their dreadful songs still reverberate in the rooms. Corpses lie on the floor; they are too numerous to bury any more. Then, the account breaks off abruptly with has. One cannot recognise the one who speaks the has, or the addressee to whom it was spoken, or the purpose for which it was spoken. This brevity makes the has incomprehensible without comment. One can infer, however, a plausible meaning from Amos 6:9–10: An enemy has conquered the king’s palace and killed its inhabitants. However, some human beings are still in the process of dying, somehow taken collectively by the narrator. With has they exhale their last breath. After that comes only deathly silence. This silence stands in sharp contrast to the hôy cry one would expect: nobody is there who cries out in pain; those who would have compassion are dead or given themselves. The deceased do not get the final honor of a humane burial. This is definitely the end.

Both short scenes in Amos convey a similar sense. The decimation of Israel is envisioned quite impressively. In both cases, the has breaks off the account, as if the narrator’s throat is stalled by the sheer horror of what he or she has to describe. The only thing the author and the reader can do is to hold out the deathly silence.
'Silence before YHWH' (Hab 2:20; Zph 1:7; Zch 2:17)

The next three places of *has* in the Book of the Twelve are very similar: in Habakkuk 2:20, Zephaniah 1:7, and Zechariah 2:17 the same wording appears with only slight variation. The passages share three elements:

1. In contrast to Amos, the interjection *has* stands in the first position.
2. The location, 'before (the face of) YHWH,' is given second.
3. An additional clause explains in which manner YHWH is present.

In all three verses, an unidentified voice utters the interjection *has* to an unidentified audience, only in Zechariah 2:17 it is 'all flesh'. The *has* is obviously uttered, because it is assumed that the audience is located 'before (the face of) YHWH'. Then the special manner in which YHWH is present is clarified in a nominal sentence. The common formal structure of the passages stresses the importance of this sound event and invites the reader to look for the differences between them.

Habakkuk 2:20 closes a set of *hôy* words in a rather unmotivated fashion, without cohesion to the context. If the verse was not there, nothing would be missing. After the critique of Babylon and before the closing hymn (Hab 3), the attention is directed to 'YHWH's holy palace'. One does not learn, however, why this place is important for the context. Since no specific audience is addressed, the *has* may be aimed at the prophet, at Judah, or directly at the reader.

By contrast, Zephaniah 1:7 fits quite well in its context. In the foregoing text, the prophet announces that certain cult practices will be exterminated. This, indeed, leaves open an alternative question: how can the people then reach God? The addressees of the *has* seem to be the persons whose cultic efforts were made impossible by taking away their improper religious service. This sanction logically ends in silence before God. *Has* denotes this phase of lost communication with God. But at the same time, YHWH is preparing his own cultic meal that will be celebrated on the coming day of the Lord, a meal that will end the phase of quietness, and be accompanied by loud noise (Zph 1:16).

The third *has* in Zechariah 2:17 is just as isolated from its context as Habakkuk 2:20. The opening *has* seems to mark a sharp contrast to the command 'Rejoice, daughter Zion!' in Zechariah 2:14. How is this to be understood? Is the *has* intended to end the jubilation of Zion in order to begin a new phase, in which Zion is joined by 'all flesh' in a 'reverent silence before God's presence in his holy habitation' (Meyers & Meyers 1987:171)? Perhaps, but one thing is clear: this *has* is not connected to death or destruction, but to overwhelming joy. It must have been uttered in a different mood than the *has* in Amos or Zephaniah. The difference was already noticed by the Septuagint translator who chose the verb *σιγάω* ('to be silent') as an equivalent in Zephaniah 1:7, Zechariah 2:17.

The differences between the *has* in Habakkuk and Zephaniah on the one hand and Zechariah 2:17 on the other coheres nicely with the global structure of the Book of the Twelve. Habakkuk and Zephaniah command an oppressing, frightening silence. This is so, because they face the severe punishment that God is about to bring over Judah with the destruction of Jerusalem. In Zechariah, however, the restitution of God's people is on the way. As a consequence, a rejoicing mood is more than appropriate.

Because in the time following Zephaniah the temple of Jerusalem was forced to lie in ruins (in Zechariah 2 the temple has not yet been rebuilt), YHWH's dwelling place cannot be conceptualised as being on earth; rather, it must be in heaven. In addition, before the exile, God's people are the victim of the imperial nations, whereas in the time that Zechariah 2 envisions, all the nations will gather with Israel, bound together through respectful reverence to YHWH.

The precise interplay of these three instances of *has* represents a very fitting frame around the deepest cut in the narrative structure of the Book of the Twelve and must stem from redactional activity. The silence before YHWH seems to be the appropriate attitude for coping with the painful punishment that YHWH has imposed on God's people. The cases of *has* in the writing of Amos also have a fitting place within the global structure: Amos 6:9 and Amos 8:3 anticipate the downfall of the northern kingdom. The proclamations in Habakkuk 2:20 and Zephaniah 1:7 extend that downfall to Babylon and Judah. The sequence culminates in a restitution of all nations, not just Israel.

**APOCALYPTIC NOISE IN JOEL 4**

Let us now come to the opposite of silence, the development of overwhelming noise. The Book of the Twelve is saturated with loud sounds of all types. In many cases, it is connected to battle-noise caused by the enemies of Israel attacking the cities, especially Jerusalem. But there is one soundmark where the battle-noise is boosted to such an extent that the sound level is unimaginable. I think it is the loudest place within the soundscape of the Twelve. In Joel 4 (Joel 3 in the English tradition) it is imagined that an army, which was formed out of voluntary soldiers from all nations, undertakes a holy war against Jerusalem. Their military campaign comes to the final showdown in the valley Jehoshaphat in front of Jerusalem, from where the army wants to conquer the city. The aggressive disposition increases rapidly from line to line and reaches its peak just before the day of the Lord comes near and YHWH interferes. The first two words of verse 14 are especially remarkable: *hamônîm*, *hamônîn*. The author tries to catch an exceptional sound event by using an onomatopoeic word and breaking the rules of grammar.

First of all, the author uses the onomatopoeic word *hamôn*; the word stems from the root *hnh*, which is nothing more than the consonant 'm' uttered as long as is possible. This is used to imitate an amorphic sound. Fortunately, the English language has the same phenomenon with the verb 'to hum'. In Isaiah 59:11, it designates the humming of the bear, in Psalm 59:2, 15 that of wild dogs. As a substantive, *hamôn* means 'noise'.

Secondly, the author transcends the rules of morphology: the word *hamôn* can actually take no plural form. The plural form is only attested in this place and the amorphic shape of the noise precludes a plural of the word. Nevertheless (and contrary to grammar), a plural form of *hamôn* is built!

Thirdly, if this were not already exceptionally strong signal, this irregular plural is increased through the use of a second form of building the plural, namely the doubling of the word. Gesenius (1977:§123d) mentions the rare possibility of doubling a word in order to build the plural, but in these cases the doubled word stands in the singular form. The doubling of *hamônîn* effectively pluralises a plural form that is irregular in the first place!

If one wants to imagine what kind of sound the text wants to create with these means, one ends up with a noise of unimaginable size. In the last battle of history, as envisioned in Joel 4, all the aggressive utterances of the nations join together to unleash the most extraordinary noise ever heard, a truly 'apocalyptic noise', 'more ferocious than the loudest sound
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CONCLUSION

These few examples show that the awareness to the soundscape can furnish important insights within the analysis of the form of the text, certainly not only in the Book of the Twelve, but in ancient texts in general. It seems to be a worthy enterprise to listen with open ears to the sound impressions a text conveys, to undertake, so to speak, a virtual ‘listening walk’ through the world of the text (cf. Schafer 1994:212). The interpreter of the ancient text should be aware that part of his or her task is to act as a ‘soundscape historian’, that is ‘to determine in what significant ways individuals and societies of various historical eras listen differently.’ (Schafer 1994:151).

In the following table (see figure 1) I have, very tentatively and in an experimental way, tried to visualise the experience of a listening walk through the Book of the Twelve, thereby concentrating solely on the volume of sound, not its quality. The horizontal line displays the duration of the reading process. The listening walk starts with reading Hosea and ends with Malachi. Between Zephaniah and Haggai the reading process is interrupted by a time span, in which the reader stops and silently remembers the Babylonian exile. The vertical axis plots the volume of sound against a scale from zero to one hundred. I have exaggerated the instance of the phrase hamōnimhamōnim in Joel 4:14: It stands out as the unimaginably loudest sound on the one hand and it transcends the highest peak in the curve on the other.

In the examined cases of onomatopoeic sound description, the structure of the soundscape coheres with the structure of the history that underlies the sequence of the twelve prophetic writings. This adds further evidence to the thesis that the book of the Twelve is a redactionally formed book. The elaboration of the incision of the Babylonian exile is especially noticeable. According to the macrostructure of the Twelve, Zephaniah forms the junction between the last of the pre-exilic prophets and the post-exilic prophets. With Zechariah, a frame is thus created from these pre-exilic prophets to the post-exilic prophets, and this frame stresses the importance of silence before God. Since the people of God can endure through the time of the Babylonian Exile that is understood as the time of silence before God, they are rewarded with the experience of a new presence of God. This new sense of God’s presence invites the addressees and the reader to join in a joyful reverence to God together with all creatures.
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